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September originates from the Latin Septembre, meaning the seventh
month, as the original Roman calendar only contained ten months. September was the month of Vulcan, the Roman God of fire and the forge. The
Anglo-Saxons called September Gersst Monath, meaning barley month, as
this was the month they would harvest their barley crops. It's no wonder
that the Autumn Season begins on September 22nd.

Quote of the month
“As we look ahead in the
next century leaders will
be those who empower
others” Bill Gates
Researched by Melissa

Virgo rules through September 22nd bringing helpful and gentle energy.
Virgo season is the perfect time to get organized before Libra takes over on
September 23rd with it is sociable energy. September's birthstone is the
sapphire, symbolizing clear thinking. The birth flowers are forget-me-nots,
morning glory, and aster.

We ask that everyone wear a mask and use our sanitizer at the door.

Tansy Dust
Tansy is our store fairy. She protects and guides us. She
also wants to reward customers for shopping with us.
Join our rewards program, and you will receive $10.00
for every $100.00 you spend on retail. You also get update emails on workshops, discounts, and services. Also,
all emails include a special treat we call Spiritual Uplifts
Chocolate.
Spiritual Uplifts Chocolate gives either a message from
Lynn, information, recipes on crystals, herbs, protection
charms, and more.
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Astrology Reports

Jewelry Show
The second
Saturday &
Sunday of every
month.

Numerology reports
with Kim
This report comes with your
life path number, personal
year and month. You’ll receive
3 month and 3 year numerology and compatibility.
Cost: $35.00

10% off

Aura Imaging Picture: $25.00
Chakra check-up
$10.00
Standard Chakra Report:
$25.00
Standard Aura Report:
$35.00 6 pages
Full Aura Picture Reading:
$50.00 21 pages

Year predictor
Full Natal Chart

$50.00
$50.00

Can be emailed or pick-up

Kids Aura

Spiritual Uplifts

Photo

Crystal Light Bed

$10.00
The full month of
September

& Bio-Mat
Now available by appointment
Heals: Emotional blockages, headaches, negative thinking, helps with
blood pressure, joint pain, weight
loss, decreases stress & fatigue...and much more.

Call to set your appointment today.

*Receive $5.00 off if report is

Sessions: 1/2 hour: $45.00

emailed.

Spiritualuplifts.com

3 month predictor $25.00
6 month predictor $35.00

Full Natal Chart/Year Predictor $75.00

all Jewelry
Aura Imaging

Astrology provides the wisdom
of study that will ensure beginnings and guidance to positive
changes in your life.

1 hour:
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$80.00

Message from Lynn

Numerology

Lynn Pritchard September 1, 2020

Kimberly Pritchard-Hastings September 1, 2020

Awakening your true self.

September is nine month, the number of completion and
resolution. This month will be the conclusion of the goals
we set back in January, taking what we have learned into
the next cycle, while leaving behind the people, habits,
situations, that no longer serve us, so we can look forward to the things to come.

“part one.”
Over the next four months, I will teach you how to
find your true self. The lessons will be free; all you
have to do is read my blog and do the exercise. If
you have any questions, you can email me at spirspiritualuplifts@gmail.com.

In addition to the nine energy, we also have the stable
energy of the four, as 2020 is a 4 Universal Year. This
month, we will find ourselves getting back into our routines, with work and career as the priority. We will need
more focus to ensure that the transition back into some
sort of structure is as smooth as possible, especially with
many of us homeschooling and working remotely.

Let's get started—Lesson one.
What meaning do you give life?
We come from different backgrounds and divergent
circumstances. So how we define our life events is
how we look at ourselves. You can choose to be
happy or unhappy with what has been given to you
in life. That's how we determine the meaning we
give every circumstance in our lives.
For example, as an abused child, I created my reality by justifying the abuse. I felt like a bad child
who deserved to be punished.
Now, as an adult, I can go back and change the
reality to an experience that allowed me to help
others with the same background.
It can be empowering to give meaning to events in
your life that cause you stress or anguish. Our
lesson today is to create a positive meaning to an
event. Write down about an event that took place
that changed your life. Next, explain how you felt.
Now change the event to a positive meaning. Every experience is essential for growth and truth.
You will instantly feel the change. Good luck everyone, Don't forget about next month's lesson. Love
you ,Lynn.

Nine is also the number of community and service, and
having compassion for others. This is an unprecedented
time and while all of us are affected in some way, the
repercussions vastly differ. We all have different starting
positions, and we must remember to think of others. A
small act of kindness such as holding the door for someone behind you or complimenting someone’s outfit or hair
can have a profound effect on that person’s day. It takes
$0.00 to show kindness and you may just uplift
someone’s day.

Affirmation for the month " The events in my life
have powerful meanings."
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Spiritual Uplifts Monthly Study
Kimberly Hastings September 1, 2020

Crystal of the Month: Blue Opal in Feldspar: This is a supportive stone,
assisting with issues relating to self-awareness and self-love. Great stone
for those who need help saying "no."
Oil of the Month: Rue roll-on oil: Roll on the skin for protection, to strengthen the aura and to promote health, concentration and love.
Herb of the Month: High John the Conqueror bath herbs: Relax and soak
in a bath of these blend of herbs to amplify good luck, health, love and luck
in court.
Book of the Month: Little Book of Psychic Development: If you feel like
your psychic gifts are waiting to be explored, this guide is perfect for you!
This book is full of ways to help you discover how to tune in to your intuition
and deepen your spirituality.
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September Classes
&Workshop
September 19th from 12:00 to 7 pm Spiritual
House Cleansing Class.
Learn how to create the scared space you
have always dreamed of. We will start with
your home and work our way to your job. This
class is designed to teach you how to have a
better energy flow in your home.

Meditation to purify oneself. Lynn will walk
you through her own personal meditation to
help cleanse and release any negative energies.
How to make sure you do not have any energy cords. Our body is full of energy that is
like a magnet. We develop unhealthy cords
that need to be released for both parties’ highest good. Learn how to cut your own cords.

Learn the basics of Feng Shui. Create a new life
style by creating a better flow of energy through your
home. Bring in a Blueprint or draw one so Lynn can
show you how to place objects in your home to create
a better chi.

Energy work: Receive an energy healing
while learning to understand the importance of
keeping the body, mind and spirit aligned.

Learn Protection and how to cleanse your home.
Often there are situations within our houses that make
it difficult for us to live in them. Lynn will show you
how to feel the spots in different location in your
home that may be stagnate or have unwanted energy
that needs to be cleansed. She will also show you
how to locate any portals or hot spots. There will be a
meditation to connect with your home and a cleansing ritual, to encourage positive energy in your surroundings, and how not to take home unwanted energy.

Created a Feng Shui craft to help the chi in
your home.
Lunch, snacks and supplies included.
$25.00 deposit required to hold your place.
non-refundable. Cost $75.00

Cleansing ritual: Conduct a cleaning ritual with
Lynn using the 4 archangels. You will be given the
supplies to conduct this ritual in your own home.
Keeping positive energy in the work environment:
How to deal with negative energy, turn negative energy into successful energy.
Deal with critical behavior, and protect yourself form
psychic vampires. There will be cord cutting, and
Lynn will show you how to correct the alignment at
work to create a positive and rewarding career.
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Spiritual Uplifts Magical Moon.
By Lynn Pritchard September 1, 2020.

Spiritual Uplifts Magical Moon.
September's Full Moon is the Harvest Moon, which is the full Moon that occurs closest to
the autumn equinox. In two years out of three, the Harvest Moon comes in September, but
in some years it occurs in October. The September full moon is a time of balance in our
lives and settles things.
Full Moon: September 2, 1:23 A.M. EDT
Last Quarter: September 10, 5:26 A.M. EDT
New Moon: September 17, 7:00 A.M. EDT
First Quarter: September 23, 9:55 P.M. EDT

Honoring the goddess, bless yourself with a full moon bath.
Clear the space with sage and copal mixed.
Use a Jasmine scented candle to attract the goddess
Put 1 tablespoon of lavender flowers in the bath
Add 1 teaspoon of patchouli
Put 3 carnations in the bath
Take one carnation and place it in a vase next to your soap. The soap will collect the essence of the flower creating beauty and softening the fragrance of the soap.
Place a moonstone crystal next to the bath.
As you wash in the bath feel the moonlight connect you to the goddess energy. The goddess teaches you to love and care about self, others, and the divine. Wash all negative energy away leaving you feeling healthy, pure, refreshed and ready to increase the power within
you.
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Horoscope

Mercury in Retrograde

Aries - You are more in tune with your natural impulses.

February 17th to March 10th

Taurus -Taking a chance now will lead to greater future satisfaction.
Gemini - Facing recent disbelief and confusion leaves you in
a better frame of mind.

June 18th to July 12th
October 14th to November 3rd

Cancer - You are ready to celebrate recent financial gains.
Leo - There is a lot to be achieved and nothing feels impossible.

What to do when Mercury in Retrograde. The planet
Mercury rules communication, travel, contracts, automobiles, and such. This type of influence depends on
your zodiac.
Aires -Reconfiguration of workplace relationships

Virgo - Whether you are prepared or not the world will expect
a lot from you.

Taurus– Issues with relationships.

Libra - It might be a good idea to maintain a low profile and
be less vocal.

Gemini- Un-clear real-estate.

Scorpio - You will enjoy power and authority in your work.

Cancer - Misunderstandings in relationships

Sagittarius - You tend to express yourself creatively through
activities.

Leo - This is a period for revisiting some issues with
money.

Capricorn - An open minded approach is what you need now.
Virgo - Redefine your own personality, to rediscover a
new way.

Aquarius - This is an especially introspective month during
which you have the chance to truly uncover your strengths.

Libra - You will feel like you need to isolate yourself.

Pisces - This may be an especially busy time for people who
consult or work with clients one on one.

Scorpio - Avoid complaints from superiors.
Sagittarius - Before you make decisions think of the
consequences.

Saturday 12th and 13th

Capricorn - Revise education at this time.
Aquarius - Pay attention to financial agreements.
Pisces - Be cautious, Ex-partners return.
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Seeking the Truth Crystal Grid

Crystals pictured above are sold at Spiritual Uplifts
Alicia Bilotti September 1, 2020

Step 1: Set your intentions for seeking the truth or truths behind a situation.
Step 2: Burn sage or Palo Santo to cleanse the energy in your space.
Step 3: Using a cloth grid or wood plank, create 2 overlapping triangles or 2 overlapping squares using a combination
of the crystals listed below.
Apophyllite – Known as the crystal of truths, this crystal will help unveil the truth and calm anxieties or
worries. It will also help reveal truths between partners.
Chrysoprase – Use this crystal to help promote truth, love, and hope.
Lemon Chrysoprase – This crystal will aid in revealing truths within relationships.
Green Kyanite– This crystal will help connect the truths from within your heart to the truths from external
situations.

Step 4: Place a crystal generator of your choice in the center of your grid. Any crystal generator will work, but for best
results use a blue crystal representing the throat chakra.
Step 5: Speak out loud your intentions to activate your grid. You can also burn a Crone candle to help the truth be
revealed faster.
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Reading by Lynn

Lynn’s soul package is
available for this
month. (limited time available)
Of course we have natural healing within us. However sometimes it's more difficult to heal
yourself because it takes a long
time to see your lessons. A
coach can provide a safe environment where you can see
yourself more clearly. Lynn not
only coaches, she is also a psychic medium so she can see a
little more by adding a soul reading. What you can't see she
usually can. She will guide you
on building structure, accountability, and give you the support to
help you stay committed. The
sessions are designed to identify
root causes of emotional barriers
around your heart. She uses assistance from the divine to release blockages and cords that
may be holding you back.

I’ve been reading tarot cards professionally for more than 30
years. I work through the cards using clairvoyance, mediumship,
and soul reading. I am also a Reiki Master, Coach, and Minister. I have been studying Metaphysics since 1990.
For most of my life, I lived in Rhode Island, which is 45 minutes
from Salem, Massachusetts. I made many trips back and forth to
Salem to discover its true histories and the wonderful growth of
spiritualism.
Most of my work was taught through the White Light Book Store in
Cranston, Rhode Island. As I learned more about my spiritual gifts,
I discovered they started to form when I was a child. I believe everyone is psychic, some more sensitive than others.
Once I finished my bachelor’s degree in business, I decided it was
time to have a business of my own. That’s when I opened Spiritual
Uplifts Metaphysical Store.
My contact with spirit has helped clients through the healing process associated with the loss of deceased loved ones, divorce,
new ventures and finding oneself. I am dedicated to helping others
identify and eliminate obstacles standing in their way in all aspects
of life, including personal growth and relationships.
.
Call for an appointment
Readings: 1/2 hour $75.00; 1 hour $125.00. Anything over an
hour is $2.00 per min. You can have a phone reading, or in
store reading. Readings are done by appointments only. Due to high volume of customers we open our schedule
no more than two weeks out. You can call every Saturday at
12:00 pm to schedule your appointment. Customers are only
allowed to book every three to six months. Thank you for understanding, Lynn

Depending your needs:
Soul reading/clairvoyant, affirmations, tapping, healings, chakra
balancing, cords cutting and removal of blockages, soul retrieval,
1 hour crystal bed
6 sessions for $400.00
(This requires total commitment
and must be scheduled ahead
Spiritualuplifts.com
for once
a week. )
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